NTRES 631 Seminar Schedule
Alternate Mondays, 9:00-10:30 am
304 Fernow unless otherwise noted

Monday 2/5, 133 Emerson Hall – Introduction and discussion

2/12 Institutional Arrangements

2/26* Participation and relational networks (paper topics due in writing)

3/12 Institutional plurality/hybridity (Abstract and detailed outline for research papers due)
We will pursue an analysis of institutional interdependence. Come prepared to discuss this perspective applied to your own empirical research.
3/26  **Ecological modernization**

4/9  **Institutional analysis and design**
Anderson, J. Four considerations for decentralized forest management.
Ostrom, E. and H. Nagendra, 2006. Insights on linking forests, trees, and people from the air, on the ground, and in the laboratory. National Academy of Sciences.

4/23  **Student research presentations**
Hao Zhuang, Innovative Financial Mechanism for Conservation in China, with a case study in Laojunshan area, Yunnan province

Kristzian Varsa, Evolution of Watershed Governance in the United States

4/30  **Student research presentations**
Ty Gorman
Jamie Rhodes

5/7*  **Student research presentations**
Kim Falinsky

5/14  **Graduate research papers due**
Submit research papers due for NTRES 631 in hard copy to Ms. Debbi DeWeese in 118 Fernow Hall. Also, submit electronic copy through the Assignments page in Blackboard. Name your file as follows: LASTNAME_FIRSTINITIAL_PAPER_ENVGOV631. For example, my file would be named WOLF_S_PAPER_ENVGOV631.